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Editorial:
Any highly trained and
experienced newspaper
advertising executive will
try to talk an advertiser out
of advertising with coupons
because they are generally
a really really bad idea. It is
a combination of too much
time, too much effort, and
the occasional embarrassment.
A Homestead restaurant
advertises daily on the back
of a local grocery stores
receipts to buy one lunch or
dinner buffet and get the
2nd at 1/2 price. I go there
often and recently went in
with a friend and the waitress informed me that my
coupon had expired and they
would not accept it. We left
disappointed and went somewhere else to eat. The food

I Hate Coupons!

and service there are great
there but I left feeling
cheated without the coupon.
It leaves a figuratively bad
taste in your mouth.
Another grocery store
mails me $5 coupons that I
always manage to forget and
my shopping experience is
marred because I am so angry at myself for leaving the
coupon home every time.
The grocery store fliers
that come in the mail don’t
even make it into the house,
they go directly in the outdoor trash can. It is better
use of my time to work my
job than to spend time clipping out 25-cent coupons.
Outside of just about
every gas station you can
pick up free coupon books
for hotels. I know from my

experience working for a
visitor center that those
coupons are nothing but a
bait and switch come-on.
The hotels set aside one
room at the price listed but
that cheap coupon room is
never available.
Instead of booking at
the visitor center’s discount prices, some hapless
tourists think they can save
a dime and they drive miles
to the hotel only to find out
there are no rooms available at that price. Many
of them have to drive all
the way back to the visitor
center to get the best deal.
If it is later in the day,
they may find no vacancy
anywhere or pay hundreds
of dollars for a room that is
regularly only $80.

Coupon books are a rip
off! We want happy tourists
who will come back to the
Keys over and over.
If a coupon offer is too
low, for example 50 cents
off of a single entrée, no
one will bother to use it and
the advertiser thinks the
publication is at fault.
The only folks that
might use that type of
coupon are they type of
people that will probably
only leave a 50 cent tip. Not
good! Your servers are paid
a much lower hourly wage
and taxed on their tips, so
the server can actually lose
money on a bad tipper. If
you have to use a coupon
you should tip on the original amount of the tab before the coupon.
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Dear Martha, Patron
Saint of Restaurants, please
give me strength today as I
wait tables on this fourteenth day of February, the
most amateurish day of all,
right after New Year‛s Eve.
Give me patience to
understand that my whole
entire section will be full of
two-tops all night and that
even my prime booth that
seats six people will only
have two lovebirds who want
to sit on the same side.
Help me understand that
all of my customers will
think they are the only
important people in the
world, even though I have at
least twenty other guests
who will be thinking the
same thing.
Give me the power to not
laugh at the man who went
to Walgreen‛s today and
bought a teddy bear in a
coffee mug to give to his
girlfriend as a symbol of
their shining true love. I will
also need some extra power
to not smirk when he hands
her one of those stupid
effing plastic roses with a
light inside it. And just a
little bit more strength to
not throw up when I see
baby‛s breath.

Help me find the fortitude to explain our prix-fixe
menu to every table so my
customers will understand
why the menu prices are
higher than they were yesterday for the same thing.
Please help me find a
way to score an extra
chocolate molten lava cake
so that I can stuff it into
my mouth in the side stand
when my manager isn‛t looking. Let that cake be the
nourishment I need to carry
on for the night.
Give me the resilience I
will need to make it through
this day of constantly being
in the weeds since it
started this morning early
at brunch.
Open my eyes to the
opportunity to receive an
extra glass of Chardonnay
that maybe the bartender
poured by accident or, if
not that, then guide me to
any bottle so that I can
pour myself a glass.
Finally, dear Martha,
please find it in your heart
to bless me with 25% tips
tonight. My one true Valentine is my wallet and it
needs to be shown some
love.
Amen.
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